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ABSTRACT. The present paper deals with the considerations and ways how to use data on the basis of
contrastive analysis of the consonant phonemes of the German, English and Georgian languages in
practical sense. Special attention is paid to the difficulties relating to the pronunciation of the sounds in
the above-mentioned languages, namely, to their main phonetic, phonemic, allophonic, distributive /
combinational divergences, the number of which is greater at multilingual level. In this case, recognition
of the sounds of any language makes it possible to competently mastering these sounds, that will definitely
prevent us in future from not only unfavorable “accent”, but also from those misunderstandings that may
be caused by pronouncing  the sounds incorrectly. The usage of modern linguistic sciences, including
one of the sub-disciplines of Applied Linguistics – Contrastive Linguistics, greatly simplifies difficulties
arising in the process of foreign language teaching. However, it must also be noted that such investigations
in Georgia are still rare. The contrastive linguistics does not aim at continuously and systematically
drawing the language learner’s attention to the language differences in the teaching process. It is
intended to help the teacher in the selection of materials, to explain the essence of the event clearly.  On
the basis of the given data, the teacher should have such knowledge to suppose, explain, correct and
eliminate the errors caused by the native language or other foreign interference. All this eventually will
help adult language learners not to have only a disordered accumulation of linguistic data, which will
then undergo through systematization during years of efforts and hard work. © 2016 Bull. Georg. Natl.
Acad. Sci.
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Within the European linguistic tradition there has
always been an interest in contrastive studies, which
observes and analizes the differences between two
or more languages in their syncronic setting.  The
continuing interest was no doubt fostered by the
reality of a multilingual Europe [1].

In the present article we show how the results of
the study of German, English and Georgian conso-
nant phonemes on the basis of the systemic-con-
trastive analysis can be taken into account and how
to help a language learner to overcome the difficul-
ties caused by the differences in the process of lan-
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guage acquisition. Though, it is true that, the repre-
sentative of contrastive linguistics initially claimed
that the differences between the languages increase
the difficulties proportionally in the process of a new
language acquisition, however, some differences be-
tween the linguistic forms do not necessarily mean
the incorrect usage of these forms.

Language differences are often so striking to a
language learner that, having realized the fact, he/
she does not make mistakes for that reason. We try
to generalize and illustrate the differences of German,
English and Georgian language consonant systems
on the basis of contrastive analysis.

Here, we can speak of certain sounds or about
the distribution of their universal signs and
configurate common linguistic opinions, which con-
tribute to the formation of phonetic universals. But a
practical-applied branch of contrastive linguistics
analyzes the same facts in a completely different way
depending on which one seems to be the source lan-
guage: English, German or Georgian. The above men-
tioned differences vary greatly from the viewpoint of
didactics [2].

The fact that there are more consonant phonemes
in Georgian than in the source language, (in English
and German) should be estimated differently. No mat-
ter, how much interesting this event might be for pho-
nological or typological research, didactically it is
less relevant because a Georgian speaking German
or English learner faces no difficulty in the way that
he/she is familiar to more phonemes than he/she may
need while mastering a new language [3].

The situation is rather different when a Georgian
teacher of the German language analyzes these con-
trasts from the viewpoint of personal didactic aims.
The teacher will immediately single out new/unfamil-
iar phonemes to a language learner together with their
corresponding graphemes.

If we unite those difficulties that a language learner
may face in the pronunciation of German, English
and Georgian sounds, they may be of the following
character [4, 5]:

1. Phonetic difficulties
2. Phonemic difficulties
3. Allophonic difficulties
4. distributive/combinational difficulties
In the process of working on the contrasts, we

will need the definition of the concept: interference.
Interference (Ger. Interferenz) is the influence of one
language on the other. The result of which is the
violation of the language norms in the first language.
According to its status, systemic interference is a
primary event of speaking or performance level but
in the long perspective they may affect the language
system or competence and cause linguistic changes
on the language level. In this respect we should not
forget speech apparatus as well.

Interference is strongly detected either in case of
foreign language acquisition or in multilingualism.
But when the norm of violation emerges at the time of
bilingualism, second language L2 effects on the
mother tongue. In foreign language acquisition proc-
ess the mother tongue, in its turn, impacts on L2.  It is
particularly equally interesting for (psycho) linguists,
as well as for the experts of language didactics. A
special attention should be paid to those differences
that are caused by parents, social or other factors.
On the basis of speech habits, on the sound level,
such difficulties and violations especially arise in a
foreign language acquisition, as a result “of the ear-
lier language practice ». They include not only sound
formation segmental elements like phone and pho-
neme, but more serious supra-segmental features as
well (e.g.: intonation which has an utmost importance
for building up the principle types of the sentences).
The correlation of these two phonetic characteristics
in the end creates an accent [6].

The emergence of the sound interference and its
influence can be viewed as the impact of the pictures
of the sound effects acquired in the mother tongue
on the sounds of the learning language. The mecha-
nism of such an interference may be explained by
teaching psychology as a special, fundamental case
of transfer for learning. Among the mistakes we can
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also face those that can be ascribed to pure contras-
tive linguistic principles and with their help we can
explain the contrastive interferential errors.

We present the table of the English and the Ger-
man consonants, where the unpeculiar English con-
sonants to the German language are underlined and
the consonants characteristic of only German lan-
guage are shown in italics.

Phonetic Errors

According to structural-linguistic viewpoint, sub-
phonemic interferences tend to be less hard, as far as
they do not mix up the words and to some extent,
determine not to fully break the communication,
though such events still significantly affect commu-
nication practice. Due to such unusual articulation

and pronunciation, the sounds become very difficult
to identify. Words with these sounds cannot be im-
mediately identified and the communication process
as a whole suffers, or at least it becomes slower [8].

A good example to illustrate this is Georgian, Ger-
man and English lateral, sonorous sounds. In all three
languages /l/ and /r/ are phonemes, in other words,
minimal language units having the distinctive func-
tion, whereas in the Japanese language, on the pho-
nemic level, the distinction between these two
sounds do not exist and both of them are presented
as the sub-phonemic variants.

In the varieties of English this sound is pro-
nounced differently. In British English /r/ is described
as an apico-postalveolar approximant, represented
phonetically as [R] . For most American varieties it

Table. 1. Consonants of the English and German languages in IPA. The consonants that exist only in the
English language are underlined. The consonants existing only in the German language are in italics

Table. 2. Consonants of the Georgian language in IPA [7]
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can be characterized as an apico-palatal (or ‘retro-
flex’) approximant  [9]. German phoneme /r/ in the
word initial position and at the beginning of a stressed
syllable is pronounced in Standard German as voiced
uvular trill /K/  which is more similar to Georgian /R/-

/G/  phoneme:  Ring  [KiN] , rot [Ko:t] . But /r/ is often
devoiced or pronounced  as a fricative: Wort [woRt],
Durst [duRst]. /r/ is reduced in unstressed position
and sounds like a schwa  /6/  phoneme: hier [hi:6] ,
Uhr [u:6]. In some southern verieties  /r/ is realized

as /X/:treffen[tXEfn], Preis[pXaIs] . In contrast to
this, in English either fricative or approximant [R] 
opposes.

In Georgian, dental, sonorous /r/ -/r/ and uvular
/R/-/G/  are two different phonemes and combine an
opposite pair, which cannot be observed in German
where [K]  and [R] as allophons vary freely and
combinationally: Romi [GomI]  - romi[romI],
baRi[baGI]  - bari[barI] , saRi[saGI]   -sari[sarI],
laRi[laGI]   - lari[larI]. Thus, during the acquisi-
tion process of this sound in both languages (Eng-
lish and German), all the difficulties should be taken
into account, what the practice itself shows evidently.

Phonemic Errors

Phonemic errors are typical interferencial mistakes.
They emerge in the language acquisition process
using incorrectly the correct and required principle
of transfer. When already known Georgian‚ phoneme
is used instead of previously unknown German or
English phoneme, the transfer tends to be the
violative interference of a new system in all three
languages: e.g.: substitution of German /f/ by Geor-
gian /ph/, or replacement of German /k/ (which is more
gutular sound) by Georgian sharp sound /k’/, or in-
stead of German /t/ using Georgian sharp /t/. English
/k/ is normally substituted by Georgian sharp /k/,
though sometimes, by /k’/: killer- kileri[kIleri] /
qileri[k’IlerI]. The explanation is that there is no
unified rule solving the issue in Georgian [10].

Such errors that beginners (and not only begin-
ners) make, are really serious, as we often deal with

the phonemes in different oppositions. These rel-
evant disorders of sound differences in the commu-
nication often hinder understanding, and thus, ham-
per the new language acquisition process correctly.

The influence of mentioned errors is especially
hard when the opposite pairs do not exist in one
language, whereas in the other ones (e.g.: German
and English) this opposition exists and thus, it be-
comes completely necessary to eliminate this error in
pronunciation. Examples presented below vividly il-
lustrate this problem:

vary-very; worse-verse; wail-veil; wine -vine ;
went-vent; west-vest;

path-pass; fourth-force; sin-thin; sick-thick;
mouse-mouth

The difficulty here appears often in the realiza-
tion of  non-existing sound. Instead of mouth, we
hear  mouse, or instead of thick, there is  sick, in-
stead of wail – veil and so on. Neither contrastive
linguistics, nor the error analysis (as a complement
of  CA) can explain why a language learner chooses
a non-existing phoneme in his/her mother tongue.
For instance, in case of /y/- /q’/, instead of two incor-
rect varieties bayayi - [bakhakhI]  or  [bakakI] one of
them, or why a Georgian language learner in the word:
this instead of the correct phoneme /D/  chooses one
of the incorrect varieties : [z] or [d].

Allophonic Errors

This type of errors is closer to the phonetic ones and
implies the simplification or reduction of some pho-
nemic opposition of the (standard) language system
which in its turn emerges in the special positions
within the words, but at the same time in social and
regional subsystems too. The reason for this may be
interlingual (a small functionality of one of the oppo-
sitions) or intralingual (e.g. sociolinguistic) factors.
But mostly in L1 and L2 languages, they do not match
each other. These events should be studied accord-
ing to the special rules of a foreign language acquisi-
tion. A good example to this is the devoicing of the
sharp, voiced sounds in the word final position. From
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the phonemic viewpoint, this means the disappear-
ance of the phonemic opposition of some sharp con-
sonants in some positions (namely: in the word final
position), due to which in the other positions, (word
initially and word middle) two phonemes coincide
each other and appear as one phoneme, e.g.: The
pronunciation of the graphemes: /b/, /d/ and /g/ ac-
cording to Zybez pronunciation norm is as follows:

Boden und Diebes aber Dieb 
[′bo:dņ]  [′di:b@s]  [′dI:p] 

Diele und bilder aber Bild 
[′di:l@]  [′bild@]  [bilt] 
gegen und wegen aber Weg/weg 

[′ge:g¢n]  [′ve:g¢n]  [′we:k]/[′vek] 

In German /g/ after [I] may be transfered into a
fricative, what is so characterictic of the standard
pronunciation: König [kØ:njç] wenig [ve:njç]
etwaig [tvajç], Belag [b@la:k] , unlike the second
position: Betrug [b@tru:k] , Sog [zo:k].  No similar
change is observed in English and the sharp sounds
never undergo any changes [11]:

cab  -  cap bed  - bet tag    -   tack
[k‘b]  [k‘p] [bed]  -  [bet] [t‘g] -[ t‘k]
Despite all the above mentioned, as for the Eng-

lish voiceless plosives: p, t, k, they do not resemble
their Georgian analogies, though in Georgian these
sounds are more aspirated and thus, Georgian learn-
ers should pay a special attention not to over aspi-
rate the English voiceless plosives:

pay       kept      Kate                           team    pen    paper
kite      tame     skipper                       peel     peep   Peter

tint     ten    tamer
Devoicing of a voiced sound in the word final

position is unusual for the Georgian Language and
the violation of this rule by a Georgian learner is re-
flected in the fact that there is no devoicing of the
voiced sounds in the pronunciation.That, in its turn,
impedes the communication process. In German words
pronunciation of the final voiced sound without
devoicing is considered to be not only a Georgian
accent: *Bild [bild] , *Weg/weg   [we:g]  [veg], but

in minimal pairs it may cause a semantic misunder-
standing as well: Rat - [ra:t],  Rad - [ ra:t ], Bund -
[bUnt] , bunt - [bUnt] .

Intralingual Phonemic Variants of a
Target Language

In any source language, there are so called regional
allophonic varieties. Thus, before dealing with a con-
trastive comparison of the two languages, first, it is
worth eliminating all intralingual    inaccuracies, which
form the basis of the errors in the process of a foreign
language acquisition.

In Standard Georgian, we have got two allophones
of the phoneme / l /: one is so called dark lateral /L/ ,
which is pronounced before the back vowels:
saqarTvelo - [sakharthvELo] , lomi[LomI], lula
[LuLa] , and the other open sub-phoneme /l/ before
front wovels: liToni [lithonI], leliani [llIanI]. In
Georgian both of the sub-phonemes may occur in
one word simulteneously: lelo [LLo] , lela

[LLa] , lilo [lILo] , lali [Lali] . In West Geor--
gian regional dialects sometimes clear / l / occers in
all the positions with front and back vowels. The
dark lateral /L/  is rarely used in Eastern regional
ones.The usage of one variety in Standard language
creates a defective way of pronunciation.

Although, according to understanding, this does
not cause any confusion from its allophonic or pho-
nemic viewpoints, but this issue still should be given
a proper attention. In German, there is only one clear
variety of / l /. Those, who in Georgian use incorrect
variant of [l] in all the positions and in German pro-
nounce only clear [l], will get so called positional
transfer [‘lalula], however, in English, using only clear
[l] or dark [L]  when both exist in the language, may
lead to a negative transfer *[smOl]  instead of [smOL],
vice versa, *[LEt] instead of [lt]. English distinguishes
two variants of this lateral sonant known as clear [l]
and dark [5]: call- [cO:l], bill – [bIl], nail – [neIl] . At
the end of a word and in the syllable final positions
we have dark [5] , as for the clear variant [l], it occurs
at the beginning of a word or initially also before
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vowels and the sonant /j/: letter [let@] , line [lain], lace
[leIs], value [v&lju:], million [miljen], schoolyard

[sku:ljA:d]; [5]:tell [te5], smell [sme5], bill [bI5] .

Phonemic Combinational Difficulties
between L1 and L2

This task is similar to the above described distribu-
tional issues, because variable distribution of these
sounds not only for all language systems, but even
for one sound system (German is meant) may un-
dergo quite differently. Although the German language
is known by its poor vowel and the rich consonant
systems, this view is still very competitive in nature,
because the English language, for instance, reveals
much more consonant combinational opportunities.
The same can be said about the Georgian language.
Accordingly, any language is characterized by a com-
bination of definite sounds that can not be observed
in the comparable language, despite the fact that  these
sounds may exist in this language. For example, both
in German and in Georgian we have separate pho-
nemes: /b/- /b/, /r/-/r/, /d/- /d/, /R/- /K/, /v/-/v/, /n/-/n/,
we never come accros the following combination:
brdRvn, that is typical for Georgian -brdRvn -is -
[brdGvnIs] . Such sound combinations thereof may
be few and far between, and it will require a proper
attention to the study of language.

Consequently, we can name sound combinations
that will be characteristic of, for example, English or
other languages, which are a source language, but not
for Georgian, which will appear as a target language.

Conclusion

In conclusion, at the end of the analysis of the con-
sonant phonemes, we can note that it seems to be an
absolutely essential methodological section for the
language learners. No matter how much attention is
paid to a learner’s language imitative talent, which is
also of great importance, we cannot deny a compe-
tent acquisition of the sounds on the basis of recog-
nition of the phonemes of any language. Thus, con-
trastive principle enters directly in the teaching proc-
ess, when the learners are trained on the pronuncia-
tion of the opposite pairs. “Competent knowledge of
a foreign language” together with the other features
implies “an unaccented” good pronunciation com-
petence as well. Then the value of a contrastive com-
parison is obvious.

On the basis of the analyzed examples the follow-
ing can be generalized:

1. The contrastive analysis, which allows a lan-
guage learner immediately to look at the structure of
the phonemes as reflection, implies some special abil-
ity of abstraction and systematization from a learner.
This is available only at a certain age. The contras-
tive analysis is particularly successful for those who
have relatively higher level of knowledge or they are
of advanced age also for advanced learners.

2. In order, to become the results of the contras-
tive analysis important and helpful for the beginners
too, it really requires a renewal and a consequent
implementation into the manuals and the teaching
guidelines by didacticians.
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enaTmecniereba

konsonanturi fonemebis sxvadasxvaoba da
kontrastebis didaqtikuri analizi
/germanuli, inglisuri da qarTuli enebis masalaze /

n. kapanaZe* da  g. yufaraZe*

ivane javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti, humanitarul mecnierebaTa fakulteti,
Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris a. arabulis mier)

kontrastuli lingvistikis sagangebo interesis sagans warmoadgens gansxvavebebi  or
an ramdenime enas Soris sinqronul WrilSi.  winamdebare statiaSi  warmovadgineT, Tu
rogor SeiZleba  germanuli, inglisuri da qarTuli Tanxmovani fonemebis sistemur-
kontrastuli analizis  Sedegad warmoCenili gansxvavebebi enis swavlebis procesSi
gaviTvaliswinoT da saWiroebis  SemTxvevaSi am gansxvavebebiT gamowveuli sirTuleebis
daZlevaSi davexmaroT enis Semswavlels. kontrastuli lingvistikis  warmomadgenlebi
Tavdapirvelad acxadebdnen, rom enebs Soris gansxvaveba proporciulad zrdis sirTuleebs
axali enis dauflebaSi, Tumca garkveul enobriv formebs Soris gansxvaveba aucileblobiT
ar gulisxmobs am formebis araswor gamoyenebas.  xSirad enobrivi formebis sxvadasxvaoba
imdenad TvalSisacemia enis SemswavlelisaTvis, rom igi, gaiazrebs ra am faqts, ar uSvebs
Secdomas maTi mizeziT. winamdebare statiaSi SevecadeT gangvezogadebina germanuli,
inglisuri da qarTuli enis TanxmovanTa sistemebis kontrastuli analizis Sedegad
aRwerili gansxvavebebi. maTi gaTvaliswinebis gziT SesaZlebelia  enis swavlebisa da
Seswavlis procesSi am gansxvavebebiT gamowveuli mosalodneli sirTuleebis daZleva.
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